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Virtual Smart Agent is Live Over the past couple of months, most of the major Gurus of the Internet

marketing world have begun implementing virtual chat technology on the sales pages of all their big

product launches. HOW IT WORKS Customers visit a sales page, and decide not to buy the product.

When they attempt to leave the page, and an instant-messenger style pop-up appears on the screen with

an agent who chats with you and tries to save the sale. Of course theres a good reason why this strategy

has quickly spread throughout the ranks of elite internet marketers IT WORKS! Chat programs have

gained popularity. Many of those same gurus who used it on their product launches have gone back

andinstalled it on all of their websites. These guys, who are already making millions of dollars on the

Internet, are taking the time to implement this technology on ALL of their website. WHERE are the

Internet marketers getting this virtual chat service, and how much are they paying for it? They Are Paying

Over and Over and Over Again There are currently only a few virtual chat service providers for marketers,

and they all cost money. Chat companies are demanding payment over and over and over again just to

use their service. ts a brilliant business model because theres not very much work involved for the service

provider. Their computer program does all the work, and they continue to get paid for it repeatedly. There

are basically two payment structures used by these companies Monthly fees for the service Pay per sale

The most popular plan seems to be the pay per sale option. It makes perfect sense from a marketers

standpoint. After all, pay per sale means that youre only paying for RESULTS. In other words, you would

pay the virtual chat service provider a commission for EVERY sale that they save for you. Real Value For

Money You dont need to pay these Virtual Chat Providers ANYMORE! The Purchase Price is a very low

$97.00 and I dont think you will find better value for such a powerful program. Get your very own software

here and only pay the purchase price - no more to pay - EVER. Be Honest using Virtual Smart Agent

Tests Show That Honesty Really IS the Best Policy! Here is some cutting edge marketing research for

you. The best conversion rates have resulted from NOT trying to trick the visitor into thinking they are

chatting with a real person. It is best to be completely honest with the visitor from the very beginning [...] -

2 years ago Chat Software Features This Software Turns Non-Buying Website Visitors Into Happy

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=33796874


Customers in a Matter of Minutes... Totally Hands Free! Find Out Exactly WHY Visitors Are Leaving So

You Can Optimize Your Site and Create a Perfect Offer! As If Your Virtual Smart Agent Isnt Already

Going To Be Working Hard Enough For You... It Will Build Your Opt-In List Too! You [...] - 2 years ago
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